Abstract: Chaos synchronization was extensively studied the last two decades leading to several synchronization and modulation methods. The main aim of the research was to develop wide bandwidth, spread spectrum like and secure communication systems. Taking into account the high sensitivity of all synchronization and modulation methods to channel noise and parameter mismatch, digital implementations aiming at chaos encryption were preferred lately. Several authors developed, in their studies, different encryption approaches, most of them being successfully cryptanalized, due to the direct influence of the constant system parameters onto their nonlinear dynamics.
Introduction
The process of chaos synchronization study is an ongoing field of research. Its aim is to identify the structure and parameters of many natural phenomena exhibiting this type of nonlinear dynamics and to find engineering applications for this complex dynamical behavior of nonlinear systems [1] .
Secure communication systems based on chaos synchronization were proposed in both analogue and discrete versions, e.g. [2] [3] . Due to synchronization sensitivity to channel perturbations, analog modulation is less attractive for chaos communication. Instead, it can be a promising prototype for discrete-time chaos encryption, if analog state equations are discretized and input and chaotic signals are quantized to digital values. From the cryptographic point of view, the key to decrypt a chaos modulated message consists of the emitter parameters. Although these parameters are real numbers, i.e. floating point in digital rpresentation, thus leading to a long and complex enough key, for some chaos encryption schemes, at least approximate emitter identification was possible, thus leading to brute force cryptanalysis succes. If constant parameters were replaced with time variant versions, breaking the chaos encryption would be much harder as both parameter variation law and time synchronization would be necessary to correctly decrypt the code.
Parameter modulation type chaos synchronization, allows using the same communication channel for the transmission of modulating signal and parameter time variation, as suggested in [4] [5] . This approach suggests two alternatives for chaos encryption improvement:
• applying the plaintext as a modulating signal and the secret sequence as a parameter variation law, or • applying the plaintext as a parameter variation law and the secret sequence input signal to the chaotic emitter. The first version is efficient in chaos synchronization setups that do not benefit from an adaptive demodulation algorithm, thus efficiently hiding the time-variant encryption key. The latter needs an adaptive receiver scheme to decrypt the encrypted message. The secret sequence is necessary as a desired signal at the receiver. Modulating the encyption key onto the chaotic carrier seems less secure compared to the previous alternative, as the secret sequence might be discovered by frequency spectrum attack or adaptive receiver system attack.
In the present paper, we analyze both analog and discrete-time encryption systems, based on the plaintext modulating -time variant parameter (first version) synchronization setup. Examples were developed using the Lorenz system but any other prototype would behave in a quite similar way from the cryptographic point of view. The next section presents the principle of the analog chaos synchronization, developing the basic prototype for time variant private communication. In the third section, a discrete-time version of the proposed encryption system is developed. Concluding remarks highlight the advantages and drabacks of the proposed approach, suggesting further development paths.
The Analog Modulation Case
As an analog prototype, we use a chaotic emitter and a synchronizing receiver, designed by the system partitioning (Pecorra and Carroll) method. 
where x(t) is the state vector of dimension at least three, p(t) is the time variable parameter vector, m(t) is the scalar modulating signal, f(.) is the nonlinear state transition function and the output, y(t) is chosen to be the first state variable (after some re-aranging, if necessary). We adopt the system partitioning method for designing the sinchronizing receiver, leading to the general state equations for the receiver:
Where x r (t) and f r (.) are the receiver, reduced state vector and state transition function respectivelly, i.e. without the first state variable and state equation of the emitter. It is implicitlly assumed that the modulating signal, m(t), is included in the first state equation only. The receiver parameter vector, p r (t), is time variable too and has the same dimension as the emitter one. The demodulator is built based on the first state equation of the emitter, replicated at the receiver end:
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If the receiver is designed to synchronize with the chaotic emitter, for constant parameter vector, p = p r , then it will synchronize also when coefficients are synchroneously time-variant, p(t) = p r (t), as the reciver and emitter parameters will be identical for each time moment. The same obsarvation is valid for the demodulation process, because the demodulator is identical to the coresponding state equation of the emitter, down to every parameter for each time moment. It is important to note that the synchronization process depends on the emitter and receiver state equations and not on the nonlinear dynamics the emitter exhibits. Thus both synchroniztion and demodulation perform well, even if the parameter vector exits the chaotic region of the emitter, for some moments of time. Although good functionality is preserved, the confidentiality of the transmission will suffer. That is why, a parametric analysis has to be performed before choosing the parameter variation range, in oder to keep equations coefficients in the chaotic region at all times, for security reasons only.
In the following, a Lorenz based chaotic communication system is simulated in order to check the previous theoretical assertions. The modulated emitter state equations are: Figure 1 , shows that a reliable range for this coefficient is [1, 3] . With this result in mind, we simulated the chaotic communication system, with the sequence in Figure 2 modulating both emitter and receiver b parameter. Figure 3 represents the results, namely the modulating signal and the synchronization error. Correct synchronization is obvious, after a short transient the demodulation error becoming neglijable. The presented examples use only one time-variant parameter, but any number of such coefficients (even ones introduced over the canonic minimum number) can be used for improved confidentiality.
The Discrete-Time Case
As a discrete example we chose and additive nonlinear system that allows the design of a synchronizing receiver by means of the inverse system approach. The difference equation for an additive nonlinear system of order N is given by: The graphical representation of the additive residue function in Figure  6 shows that the slope of this piecewise linear function is constant, 1.
In order to perform chaotically, the additive system must have an unstable linear prototype:
By using the inverse system approach, and taking into account the additivity property of the emitter, the receiver system results:
The block diagrams of the resulting systems are depicted in Figures 7  and 8 .
In the case of an N -th order communication system, we have naturally N coefficients available. In the following example, we used a second order system, with nominal values of the coefficients vector h = [1, -1.65, 1.4], ensuring chaotic behavior, for a variation range of 0.4, because of the linear prototype poles z 1,2 = 0.825+/-0.84816 i, outside the unit circle. The variation law used for the coefficents is presented in Figure 9 . In the case of the authorised receiver, the modulating signal and demodulation error are presented in Figure 10 , where zero demodulation error is visible after a transient of two samples. Unauthorised receivers will not be able to recover the modulating signal, as shown in Figures 11 and 12 . 
Conclusions
The present contribution aims at improving the secrecy of a chaos encryption system by using time variant parameters in both emitter and receiver blocks. Both analog and discrete versions of the proposed approach are analized. Simulations confirm the theoretical demonstration and highlight that leghthening the encryption key with the variation sequence makes unauthorised decryption more dificult. 
